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Blockchain and Insurance: the next revolution 

Blockchain is a distributed ledger that is broadly discussed as a technology with huge innovation 

potential in all areas of financial services. To date, the majority of usage cases of this technology are 

in the banking arena. We can refer to several publications available on Initio’s blog regarding the 

impact of blockchain technology and the usage of crypto currencies in financial services. 

However, the blockchain technology also offers potential use cases for insurers that include innovating 

insurance products and services for growth, increasing effectiveness in fraud detection, pricing and 

reducing administrative cost. In these application areas insurers could address some of the main 

challenges they are facing today – such as limited growth in mature markets and cost reduction 

pressures. 

While the insurance industry (in terms of technology adoption) lags behind banking, it is nevertheless 

uniquely positioned to benefit from blockchain technology. Blockchain can address the competitive 

challenges many incumbents face, including poor customer engagement, limited growth in mature 

markets, and the trends of digitization. In the following, we will outline one of the most promising 

insurance-related use case that will increase effectiveness and reduce cost by automating key 

processes 

For several years, the Belgian insurance market was behind on the digital revolution while banking 

sector had been working hard in digitalizing their services across entities and platforms to meet the 

demand from users for a full digital financial experience. Insurance companies have been delaying this 

evolution while controlling their risks and focusing on their profits. The digital evolution was mostly 

aimed at improving the digital process for their main selling channels: brokers and banks. They have 

therefore developed platforms to ease the process for subscriptions, customer management, financial 

integration and reducing paper works. In addition, some companies have developed mobile 

applications allowing users to see their insurances or contact their company for claims. These 

applications did not meet the expected success amongst final customers and are not even updated to 

follow the actual digital market trends. 

Blockchain in a nutshell 

A blockchain is a distributed register to store static records and/or dynamic transaction data without 

central coordination by using a consensus-based mechanism to check the validity of transactions. As 

the Bitcoin backbone, blockchain was the first-ever solution to the double-spending problem that does 

not require a central administrator or clearing agent. It is thus well suited for applications requiring 

transparency on records with a permanent time and date stamp, such as titles, document histories, 

and notary services. A blockchain solution, without requiring central coordination, generally builds on 

a set of four characteristics: 

1. Decentralized validation: New data is packed into blocks that can only be added to the 

blockchain after consensus is reached on the validity of the action. 

2. Redundancy. The blockchain is continuously replicated on all or at least a group of nodes in 

the network. As a result, no single point of failure exists. 

3. Immutable storage: Each stored block is linked to its previous block in the chain, making it 

almost impossible for hackers to subsequently change blocks, as they would have to 

manipulate any succeeding block plus the majority of their replications. 



 
4. Encryption: Digital signatures based on pairs of cryptographic private and public keys put 

network participants in a position to authenticate which participant initiated a transaction, 

owns an asset, signed a (smart) contract, or registered data in the blockchain. 

With these characteristics, in general, blockchains can be used as a system of static record keeping, 

and as a dynamic registry for the exchange of assets and payments as well as for the verification of 

dynamic information (e.g., insurance contracts). 

Belgium: moving full digital for car insurance 

With almost 6 million cars for Belgium in 20161, the car insurance business represents the biggest part 

of the non-life insurance business with a weight of 3.738 Mio Euros in 20162.  The most visible part of 

the car insurance business is the green card, which is the mandatory proof of insurance. Insurance 

companies are issuing paper green cards upon payment for an insured period (monthly, quarterly…).  

A recent change in the Belgian legislation has set the first step for a digital revolution. Since January 

2018, Belgian legislator has removed through Arrêté Royal  (A.R.),3 the fact that payment of insurance 

should be done before the issuance of the green card. This legislation change will allow Insurance 

companies to issue green cards with a standard validity (mostly one year) nevertheless the payment 

terms of the customer. This evolution will now reduce drastically the number of green cards issued by 

the insurance companies. 

The following step will allow insurance companies to issue electronically the proof of insurance. As for 

many official documents, this will allow customers to choose receiving the green card electronically 

and being able to print it home on white paper or just keeping it in an electronic format. This electronic 

step will mean an easier procedure for customers who prefer to receive their official documents in an 

electronic format. As this process will be optional for final customers, it will not fully eliminate paper 

but it will significantly reduce the actual costs for the insurance companies. This new legislation 

adjustment will come during by the end of 2018.  

Why moving fully dematerialized? 

The benefits of fully dematerializing the green card are not only financial (reduction of costs related 

to issuance), but are also beneficial for customers and authorities. Belgian authorities like the Police 

are using a centralized database called VERIDASS. This database filled with information from the DIV4 

and insurance companies, includes data related to the vehicle, its owner and insurance. This 

information is restricted to authorities and can only be accessed under certain circumstances 

established by law. As well, the data is only accessible upon request and not in real-time for authorities 

meaning having up-to-date information. The digitalization of the green card and the implementation 

                                                           
1 Source: FEBIAC - 2016 
2 Source : Assuralia 
3 Arrêté Royal du 22/12/2017 : « Removed from the A.R. 13/02/1991: La délivrance de ce certificat est 
subordonnée au paiement préalable de la prime correspondant à la période d'assurance prévue au contrat. 
L'assureur qui délivre le certificat sans attendre le paiement de cette prime renonce à suspendre la garantie et 
à résilier le contrat pour défaut de paiement de la prime pendant toute la durée de validité du certificat. Celle-
ci doit correspondre à la période d'assurance. » 
4 DIV : Belgian organization in charge of vehicule identification 



 
of a new database using the blockchain technology will bring benefits to authorities but to final 

consumer as well. 

With a fully digitalized process, customers will no longer need physical proof of insurance in their cars. 

The Vehicle identification number (VIN) will be a unique identifier for the proof of insurance. The 

renewal process will be easier and paper free: the new centralized database will be updated in real 

time and data will be validated using the blockchain technology. 

Another benefit for the customer and companies will be the easy integration of claim declaration 

process. Insurance companies will be able to integrate the requested information and to check in 

applications. Controls and information filling will be free of human errors and simplified for the 

customer. Existing applications like Crashform from Assuralia5 will be able to integrate all the required 

data. This application developed by the association of Belgian insurers enables motorists to report a 

traffic accident to the insurance companies immediately. Today, the QR code on the green card can 

be used to automatically fill in the information related to the insurances company. With the blockchain 

technology, the data can be filled in using the VIN and can be validated instantly. 

The police will also be able to efficiently track uninsured cars. There are about seventy-thousand cars 

in Belgium that are not insured. The hassle-free controls and fraud tracking will be simplified for 

example by using radars to track uninsured cars on the road using a real-time database. 

In the Netherlands, fully dematerialized solutions were already developed through the RDW6 platform 

using blockchain technology. The RDW database allows users (professionals or individuals) to see all 

technical details of vehicles that includes the insurance validity information without divulging personal 

data related to the insurance taker or car owner. Consumers can check the database and easily start 

a claim process for example. It is not only beneficial for consumers, but the controls from authorities 

had been drastically simplified with this database. Other countries like Switzerland are also working 

on this type of centralized database using thesame blockchain technology.  Belgium is on the path of 

following this evolution. 

Expanding the usage of Blockchain technology for Insurance companies 

Blockchain technology offers the level of confidence and security required by insurance companies in 

managing the contracts and claim processes. Blockchain may reduce administrative/operations cost 

through automated verification of policyholder identity and contract validity, auditable registration of 

claims and data from third parties (e.g., encrypted transaction of patient data between doctor and 

injured party accessible by insurer to verify payment), and payouts for claims via a blockchain based 

payments infrastructure or smart contracts.  

Insurance companies should also start experimenting with the blockchain technology through other 

applications such as smart contracts to enable automatic management, risk controlled and efficient 

claim management. For example, the usage of blockchain technology for smart contracts where 

farmers are insured for floods or long periods of drought. Blockchain technology can manage the 

weather information required within the contract terms through an Oracle, and proceed automatically 

to compensations after effective validation of the data. Oracle is an agent that finds and verifies real-

world occurrences (e.g. weather forecasts) and submits this information to a blockchain to be used by 

                                                           
5 Belgian Association of insurance companies 
6 Netherlands Vehicle Authority in the mobility chain 



 
smart contracts. This fully automated process will reduce the usage of experts and automate internal 

procedures for claims. No more declaration needed or data validation are required. 

For car insurances, smart contracts will allow companies to control more efficiently the damage costs. 

The claim information coming through a smart phone or even a connected car will already warn the 

company concerning the accident and the block chain oracle will be able to start the compensation 

process in some instances pre-defined by the insurance contract. Having validated contracts and data 

is therefore key in reaching this stage. Therefore, the development of digitalized green card is a step 

taken by Insurance industry in Belgium to develop and implement this technology that will facilitate 

insurers’ growth. Insurance companies will be able to grow by improving their customer’s 

engagement, enabling cost-efficient product offering and enabling the development of insurance 

products related to the Internet of Things (IoT). The fundament of this success is its usage as a 

distributed and reliable platform for customer-controlled data, peer-to-peer (P2P) insurance and 

smart contracts. 

Block chain is a digitization technology that could be of strategic interest for insurers. The biggest 

challenges to its industry-wide implementation are facilitating collaboration between market 

participants and technology leaders, succeeding in the operational transformation, and shaping a 

stimulating regulatory environment. Laying the foundation to address these challenges today will put 

insurance companies in a position to have at-scale block chain use cases and profit from the 

technology’s benefits in the next five years. 

 

Jorge Toral 
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